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Employment Breakfast Briefings 2017 
 
Our Employment Breakfast Briefings in 2017 will focus on a range of topics such as 
equality in the workplace; the issues and impact for employers of having an 
increasingly tech-savvy workforce; data protection and, inevitably, the impact of 
Brexit.  The dates for these free briefings are shown below and more information will 
follow shortly.   
 

• Wednesday 22 March 
• Wednesday 14 June 
• Wednesday 13 September 
• Wednesday 22 November 

To sign up for one of our briefings, please email events@kingsleynapley.co.uk. 
 
HR professionals and business managers often face the same employment issues every 
day, but keeping abreast of changes in the law and current best practice can be 
challenging. 
 
Kingsley Napley’s Employment Breakfast Briefings are designed to ensure you are kept 
fully up to date, and know what the latest legal and regulatory developments mean for 
you and your organisation, as well as how to implement them.  Our intention is to equip 
you with the tools and knowledge you need to be able to deal with employment issues 
in the workplace as they arise, with a fresh approach and sharp focus. 
 
At each of our Breakfast Briefings, members from our employment team will share their 
knowledge and experience, to help you apply problem-solving techniques directly to 
your organisation.  You will have the opportunity to speak with our employment team 
regarding the particular issues you might be facing, while also meeting and networking 
with other senior HR professionals across a wide variety of industries. 
 
We look forward to seeing you there. 
 
“They are very pragmatic and understand the commercial issues that we face. They 
understand our attitude to risk and act appropriately.”  
 - Chambers UK 2017, A Client’s Guide to the Legal Profession 
 
“There is a near seamless transition which demonstrates a high level of communication 
between themselves and how well organised they are behind the scenes. They always 
ensure that we feel supported, that we have understood a situation and that we know 
how to proceed.”  
- Chambers UK 2017, A Client’s Guide to the Legal Profession 


